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PCLender Integrates with Blend
With an out-of-the-box deployment, PCLender customers can easily offer Blend’s digital, innovative borrower experience
RENO, Nev. – January 25, 2017 – PCLender, the most advanced provider of internet-based mortgage solutions for community banks and credit
unions, today announced an enhanced integration with Blend, a Silicon Valley technology company bringing mortgages into the modern age.
As a result of the partnership, lenders who work with PCLender will be able to easily deploy Blend’s platform creating an end-to-end digital
mortgage experience that excites customers and streamlines lender workflows while reducing risk and ensuring compliance. Blend’s advanced
technology integrates seamlessly with PCLender’s loan origination system (LOS) to ensure rapid deployment and quick time to value while reducing
the number of systems a lender must work in.
“We’re dedicated to providing our customers with the industry’s top technology solutions, so teaming up with Blend was a natural next step,” said
Lionel Urban, CEO of PCLender. “Blend’s platform is modernizing the mortgage lending experience and through this integration, we’re proud to
enable our lenders to offer their customers a more compelling and efficient borrower experience.”
The integration with Blend continues this legacy, linking PCLender’s total mortgage solution to Blend’s innovative borrower and lender experiences
powered by sophisticated rules, direct-from-source validated data and comprehensive audit logs. Lenders can now truly provide consumers with an
end-to-end digital mortgage experience that is borrower-, lender-, and compliance-friendly.
“At Blend, we’re building technology that reinvents home lending from the ground up,” said Nima Ghamsari, CEO & co-founder of Blend. “Built on
a platform that integrates with existing systems, we’re thrilled to work with pioneering mortgage solutions providers like PCLender to create a
digital mortgage ecosystem and enable fast, simple and satisfying lending experiences to millions of lenders and borrowers alike.”
About PCLender
PCLender delivers simple, elegant, internet-based mortgage solutions for community banks, credit unions and mortgage bankers. With a proven
record of providing immediate return on investment, PCLender is the most comprehensive SAAS solution available. Owned and operated by
mortgage banking executives, PCLender collaborates closely with lenders to meet their needs in the constantly changing world of mortgage
lending. For more information on PCLender, visit www.pclender.com.
About Blend
Blend is a Silicon Valley technology company transforming the multi-trillion dollar home mortgage industry. Blend's technology delivers speed and
efficiency to lenders, so they can serve the modern borrower and safely navigate the industry's changing rules and regulations.
Founded in May 2012, Blend is backed by Peter Thiel, Andreessen Horowitz, Formation 8, Lightspeed, Max Levchin, Hans Morris, and other leading
venture investors. To learn more, visit: https://blend.com/
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